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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This report describes computer software for the ~niversity 

o fl:!.o u s ton Mug .[ i 1 e ~y s t e m (U H ~1 F S ) . The i n ten d e d use 0 f t his 

system in law enforcement is described in the summary report 

UHMUG-l. The present report, which is intended for readers with a 

background in the technical aspects of computer software, provides 

detailed information on the internal structure of the UHMFS software. 

It is divided into three parts, the first covering the design of the 

software, the second being a User's manual, and the third containing 

detailed documentation. 

The major objective in development of this software was to 

combine a new pattern recognition technique with a state-of-the-art 

law enforcement information retrieval system. The system would 

provide enhanced capability in criminal investigations by allowing 

investigators to include facial measurements obtained from photographs 

or witness sketches as parameters for searching known-offender files 

by computer. 

An algorithm for pattern recognition in such a system was 

developed by James R. Townes at the University of Houston. That 

algorithm has been implemented in software described in report 

UHMUG-13, which includes program listings. The present report on 

the information retrieval software describes the file structure 

and program linkage to the pattern recognition subroutines, but it 

avoids direct reference to the specific algorithm used since it is 

likely that improved algorithms will be available shortly. 
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The CRIME system of the Oakland Police Department (California) 

was selected as the existing system most consistent with the objectives 

for UHMFS. Experience with that system revealed appreciable success, 

as indicated by the Oakland Police Department CRIME File System Project 

Report [1 ], but that report also pointed out certain problems. The 

University of Houston research group decided to modify the CRIME 

system software to correct some of its defficiencies and to adapt it 

for the pattern recognition algorithm. The resulting UHMFS software 

resembles the CRIME software closely. 

One major problem with the CRIME software concerns the multi

terminal operation. Ideally, investigators on different terminals 

would be unaware of the actions of one another, but in the CRIME 

system, an active user at anyone terminal locks out users at all 

other terminals. The available computer capability is hardly used, 

however, since most of the time the computer is waiting on 

human responses. The UHMFS software includes programs which allow 

concurrent multiterminal operation except when the computer is actively 

searching the data base. System response is such that most of the time 

an investigator feels that he has complete control of the system, 

Another major pr~blem of the CRIME system is the inefficiency 

of data-base revision (updating). A completely new updating program 

has been devised for UHMFS. The new program requires much less time 

for updating, an important operational factor since the data base 

cannot be queried during updating. 

The data ~ase of both systems (UHMFS and CRIME) is divided into 

two parts, the Subject File (SF) and the Vehicle File (VF), with 

related files (reference files and key files) which aid in fast 

retrieval using frequently-used parameters. Inclusion of the 
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facial measurements in the Subject File required modification of the 

CRIME system file structure; some data-compression techniques were 

used so that the size of records in the Subject File of UHMFS is the 

same as that in the CRIME system even though the records can contain 

up to twenty numbers relating to image measurements. Thus, UHMFS 

will operate on the hardware configuration of the CRIME system. 

The software of UHMFS comprises special application programs 

operating under the Hewlett-Packard Disc Operating System (DOS-III) 

on the Hewlett-Packard 2100A computer. These programs are under 

con~ro1 of the system operator at the system console. There are 

four main programs. Thay are: 

INTIL for initializing the data base, 

UPDAT for updating the data base files, 

EDIT for 1i5ing and purging records in the files, 

QUERY for searching the data base and retrieving 
records. 

The program INITL, UPOAT, and EDIT can be used only from the system 

console. Program QUERY is activated and deactivated from the system 

consq1e. but it accepts search commands from and sends results to 

auxiliary (remote) terminals. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FACIAL MEASUREMENTS 

It seems obvious (some existing systems to the contrary) 
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that any law enforcement data retrieval system should allow an 

investigator considerable freedom in specifying criminal character

istics (search parameters) for searching the data base. Thus, for 

example, estimates of a criminal's height by witnesses ure often in 

err.or, so an investigator might choose to specify a range rather than 

a single height. The same considerations apply to the use of specific 

identification t~chniques such as fingerprinting and mug-shot pattern 

recogn~tion, the subject of this report. The extent to which this 

is possible in UHMFS can be seen by examining the user's guide in 
\ 

Part II of\this report. Here we present a brief description of the 

user's view of the system as it relates to the mug file problem so 

that the reader will have a better understanding of the software. 

2.2 The Data Base 

Each of the two parts of the data base of UHMFS contains a 

master file: file SUBJF for the Subject File, and MVEHF for the 

Vehicle File. Each record of a master file contains all of the known 

(to the computer system) information on a single known-offender 

(SUBJF) of vehicle (MVEHF). Thus, each record of SUBJF contains 

typical physical descriptors (sex, height, weight, hair color, etc.), 

fingerprint codes, addresses (locations) of mug shots in a mug file, 

and measurements of facial characteristics taken from the mug shots. 

The latter is a unique feature of UHMFS; it permits sorting of suspects 

on the basis of facial characteristics. The records of the Vehicle 
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File contain information on vehicles which have been encountered 

in normal police activity. This file has only incidental importance 

to the present chapter. 

In UHMFS, the Subject and Vehicle Files are used independently 

of each other, but this use involves common principles of data-base 

management and information retrieval. Briefly! there must be some 

method of adding new inform~tion to these files, some method of 
1 

purging out-of-date information from them, and some method of finding 

all those records which relate in some way to the clues for a 

particular crime. The adding and purging of information are 

referred to collectively as "data-base management," and the 

recovery of files containing information based on certain key data 

i s ref err edt 0 a s II i n for mat ion ret r i e val . II D a tab a s e man age men tin 

UHMFS is the topic of Chapter 3. In 7 0rma tion retrieval operations, 

which are done by program QUERY, follow the pattern shown in the 

following section. 

2.3 Querying the Subject File 

Assume that the user has been through the log-on procedure and 

that he has selected the Subject File (SF) by the SF command. For 

the sake of example, we shall assume that the criminal being sought 

is a white male, 23-27 years old, 69-72 inches tall, with red hair 

and a cauliflower ear; and that the crime is auto theft. The 

investigator would type the following (note that the character in 

the first column is the prompt character issued by the computer 

and that user responses are underlined) 

tSEARCH (tells the system that search parameters follow) 

tAl (first search parameter; subject is male) 
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tCl 

#23,27 

tFl 

#69,72 

tH4 

tMl 

+E9 

tOONE 

(second search parameter; subject is white) 

(third search parameter: age between 

6 

23 and 27) 

(fourth search parameter: heiqht between 

69 and 72 inches) 

(fifth search parameter: red hair) 

(sixth search parameter: cauliflower ear) 

(seventh search parameter: crime is auto theft) 

(indicates the end of the search-parameter list) 

At this point, the system searches through the data base and locates 

all records matching all of the search parameters, Then it presents 

to the user 

THERE ARE nnnn I HITS I 

DO YOU WANT TO USE THE LOOK-ALIKE ALGORITHM? (YES OR NO) 

t 

to \A/hich the user must respond. If he l'esponds with SiQ., he can 

specify more search parameters, or have the hit list printed or dis

played. If he answers YES, the computer checks to see if facial 

measurements have already been supplied (i .e., via code Zl when the 

search parameters are being typed). If so, it skips the next step; 

otherwise it requests them by typing 

ENTER FACIAL DATA TYPE (PHOTO, SKETCH, OR COMPOISTE) 

t 

to which the user gives an appropriate answer. The computer responds 

ENTER FACIAL MEASUREMENTS, ONE AT A TIME AS ASKED FOR 

# 1 : 

thereby requesting facial data. After the user has entered all of 

the measurements as required, the computer sorts the hit list 
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in too r d e r sot hat the II be s t 1 00 k - ali k e 1\ i s fir s t, the nit ty pes 

THE 'HITS ' ARE NOW ORDERED ACCORDING TO THEIR FACIAL DISTANCE 

at which point the user can request the system to print or display 

the list, if he wishes (the option of specifying other search 

parameters is available, but it is faster to do all of the searching 

before ordering the hit list). 

2.4 File structure: UHMFS vs. CRIME 

From the user's viewpoint, UHMFS is very similar to the CRIME 

system from which it was developed. Internally, however, there are 

some important differences relating to the structure of the data

base files. As the file structure is described in detail in Part 2 

of this report, we shall be content at this point to give an 

overview of it. 

The Vehicle file in UHMFS is identical to the Vehicle File 

in the Crime system, since this file has nothing to do with facial 

pattern recognition, we shall not consider it here. 

The record format of the master file (SUBJF) of the subject 

file has been changed substantially. The name and nickname fields 

have been compressed by taking advantage of the fact that there 

are only 31 characters (the letters A-I, period, comma, hyphen, 

space, and apostrophe) which appear in these fields. Rearrangement 

of other fields has provided further compression of the records. 

As a result, it has been possible to compress the data so that 

the records of UHMFS contain all of the information of those of the 

CRIt~E system plus tv,lenty eight-bit numbers (i .e., numbers between 

o and 257, inclusive), yet the record lengths of the two systems 

are the same. The two record formats are shown in Figure 2.1. 
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2.5 Modifications 

Since the Subject File structure was modified as shown in Figure 

2.1, adaptation of the existing CRIME system software to UHMFS 

required modification of all three of the main programs INITL" UPDAT, 

and QUERY. 

The main changes made to program INITL, which initializes 

the files of the data base, were related to redefining the record 

structure of the Subject File. Specifically, files FIEDD and SUBDE, 

which provide file structure definitions to the software, were 

changed to account for the new record organization in SUBJF. Program 

INITL also creates the Master Interface File (MIF), whose length 

has been extended to 106 words to provide room for facial measurements. 

The structure and operation of program UPDAT has been completely 

changed from that of the CRIME system. The new program is discussed 

in Chapter 3 of this report. 

The major modification of program QUERY centered on development 

of an additional overlay segment to handle the look-alike algorithm. 

That segment, QSEG4, orders the subjects in the hit-list according 

to the distance between them and the target as determined from user

supplied measurements of a photo, sketch, or composite image. Other 

modifications to the program appear in the following list which 

summarizes the look-alike-algorithm-related modifications to QUERY: 

* addition of overlay segment QSEG4 to implement the look-alike 

algorithm; 

* 

addition of various query commands for control of the look

alike algorithm; 

change of the COMMON area to accommodate additional 

parameters; 
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insertion of calls to subroutine EXPND at appropriate places 

for expanding the compressed name and nickname fields 

back into ASCII form; 

modification of bit masks and positions of the various data 

fields in the records of SUBJF wherever needed. 

The modifications listed above do not include the modifications 

necessary to implement concurrent multiterminal operation? which is 

the subject of Chapter 4 of this report. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DATA BASE MAINTENANCE 

3.1 Introduction 

In this report the term data-base maintenance refers to the 

process of revising the files of the data base to keep the 

information in them current. Three basic operations are involved 

in this process: deletion of out-of-date records, insertion of 

new records, and correction of certain fields in old records. This 

chapter is concerned with the computer programs which handle this 

process. One of these programs (EDIT) has in addition, the ability 

to list contents of files. 

In the CRIME system, all data-base maintenance operations were 

done by program UPDAT. That program suffered from poor choice of 

strategy, so that the updating process was very time consuming. This 

caused operational difficulties in the system's use. The problem 

was aggravated by the feeling of the system designers and users that, 

because of the complex~ty of the updating process, it was necessary 

to verify the updated file structure by using program VERUP, also 

a very time consuming program. 

In UHMFS, these problems have been relieved to a considerable 

extent by using a completely ne~ data-base maintenance system. This 

system comprises four parts: the data input program (or subprogram), 

the master-file updating program (MERGE), the key- and reference-file 

rebJilding program (RBLD). and the editing and listing program (EDIT). 

Data input can be done via the stand-alone program UPDAT, or via 

program QUERY in the time sharing mode. In either case, the process 

is under the control of the system operator at the system console. 
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Program EDIT is a stand-alone program for deleting individual 

records, listing file contents, and making limited changes in the 

contents of individual records. 

3.2 The file structure 

Each master file (SUBJF or MVEHF) has an associated set of 

reference and key files. These files, which are used for rapid 

retrieval of records based on certain frequently-encountered search 

parameters, are related as shown in Figure 3.1. 

vi e s hal 1 use the t e r m ~ tor e fer t 0 a n u m b e rob t a i ned by 

combining particular search parameters in a certain way. For example, 

a key corresponding to the reference file SRA is determined by the 

formula 

KSRA = 6·S + R. 

where S is the sex (0 for female, 1 for male), and R is the race 

(0 for white, ... , 4 for undetermined). Each reference file has 

an associated set of search parameters which are used to form keys for 

this reference file (it may also have an associated search parameter 

which is not used in forming keys). Thus, corresponding to each record 

in the master file there is a specific key associated with a given 

reference file. 

The reference files form an index system for locating information 

in the master file (i .e., we have an lIinverted list ll structure). 

Each reference file record contains a pointer to the corresponding 

master-file record. The records in a reference file are sorted into 

ascending order of keys for this file, but the keys are not stored in 

the reference file. Instead, they are determined by pointers in 

the corresponding key file. With two exceptions, each record 

in a key file comprises only one word, a pointer to a record in 
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the referenc~ file. Record number n of the key file points to thp. 

first record whose key value is greater than or equal to n. Thus, 

master-file records whose key is n can be found by using the pointers 

of those records of the reference file corresponding to record n 

of the key file. The situation is illustrated by the shaded records 

in Figure 3.1. 

The two exceptional records in a key file are the first record 

and possibly the last few records. Since the key-file pointer for 

record 1 vri 11 a 1 ways be 1, thi s record is used to store the 1 ength 

of the reference (and master) file. Zero in any key-file record 

indicates that there are no maste~ or reference-file records

corresponding to this or any subsequent key-file records. 

3.3 Strategy for File Updating 

File updating comprises three parts: data input, master-file 

updating, and key- and reference-file rebuilding. This organization 

differs from that of the CRIME system, in which the three operations 

are done concurrently, and the key- and reference-files are modified 

rather than being rebuilt. An overall flow chart for the process 

is shown in Figure 3.2. 

In the data-input phase, the system reads data cards, checks 

them for detectable errors, and writes them to the Master Update 

File (MUF). Checking is, at this point, made on a single card basis; 

no check is made to determine if cards or fields of information are 

duplicated (as might occur, for example. if there are multiple 

corrections to a particular record of a master file). Any input 

records found to be in error are reported on the system console and 

omitted from the Master Update File. When the last input card has 
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been read, the system operator is notified and the input phase is ter

minated. The next phases are not started automatically since those 

phases require that QUERY operation be shut down until completion of 

updating, a relatively lengthy process, and there may be some impor

tant QUERY jobs to be done first. Note that no changes to the sys

tem data base have been made at this point. 

Master-file updating comprises two parts. In the first part, 

entries in the Master Update File (MUF) are sorted into the order 

of the corresponding records in the master files. The records are 

checked for conflicting duplicate records, and any found are reported 

and eliminated. Master-file sizes are checked for possible overflow; 

if overflow is detected, it is reported and updating operation is 

terminated (the data base has not been changed at this point; records 

must be deleted from the data base to continue updating). Finally, 

in the second part of this phase, the sorted input records are merged 

into the master files, requested deletions being made in the process. 

Note that this last operation is done using two passes through the 

master file, one bottom-to-top pass for deletions and one top-to

bottom pass for insertions. This completes phase two; since only 

the master files have been revised, QUERY operations cannot be done 

at this time. In view of this fact, it seems pointless to interrupt 

the updating process at this point. Therefore, p~ogram MERGE, which 

performs the phase two operations, initiates operation of phase 

three automatically. 

Phase three constructs the key- and reference-file pairs one 

at a time using multiple passes through the master files. For each 

key- and reference-file pair, the program (RBLD) constructs an 

intermediate file which is just the reference file with the key 
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for each record appended to that record. This intermediate file 

is sorted into ascending order on the keys, which is, of course, the 

order of the records in the reference file. The final step for this 

phase is the copying of records from the intermediate file into 

the reference file (keys are removed, of course) and construction of 

the key file; this is done in one pass through the intermediate file. 

Since the key and reference files are reconstructed each time the 

data base is revised~ hardware errors occurring during the construction 

of these files do not propogate into future revisions. Thus, with 

UHMFS it is unnecessary to perform key- and reference-file verification 

such as is done by program VERUP in the CRIME system. This saves a 

large amount of time. UHMFS updating involves less manipulation of 

the records in the master files; we feel that this makes it more 

reliable than that of the CRIME system. 

Updating involves a large number of sorts of long files, so 

speed of the procedure depends on the efficiency of the sorting 

algorithm used. In UHMFS, all sorting in the updating process is 

done by the method of polyphase merging, a technique which is well 

suited to sorting large files on mass storage devices (Knuth [ 2, 

p.266J). Usually the sorting time is less than the time required for 

the multiple passes through the master file, most of which occur in 

the construction of the key and reference files. Some time ~ould 

be saved by reorganizing the last phase to construct sev~ral key-

and reference-file pairs in a single pass through a master file. 

In doing so, it would be important to consider the availability of 

mass-storage space for the intermediate files, 

... - i 

~; . , 
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3.4 Other operations 

Program EDIT can be used for deletion and limited correction 

of records in the master files. Deletion of records is done by 

replacing their name fields with --DELETED--, and by setting all 

other fields to zero. The records are not actually removed 

from the master file at this time, but they are removed when the 

data base is revised by the updating program. Correction of records 

is limited to fields which do not affect any keys of the reference 

files. These limitations make such editing fast since it is 

unnecessary to rebuild the key and reference files after editing 

a record. Corrections which involve other fields can be done 

via the updating system, of course, 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCURRENT MULTITERMINAL OPERATION 

4.1 Introduction 

The idea of incorporating a concurrent multiterminal (time

sharing) capability in UHMFS is based on the fact that, since 

human thinking processes and responses are slow relative to the 

logical and arithmetic capabilities of the computer, it is possible 

to switch the computing resources from one user to another in such a 

way that each user can interact with a terminal online to the computer 

as if he has sole access to the computer. The same considerations 

can be applied to peripherial I/O devices attached to the computer, 

which have a speed disadvantage compared to the central processing 

unit. Thus it is natural to have the I/O devices share the CPU 

sequentially in time, and to consider the users to be part of these 

devices. 

There are, of course,many general purpose time sharing systems 

in existence, but the scope of the present project precluded the use 

of one of these. Since a major portion of the information retrieval 

software (the CRIME system softy/are), was already available, it was 

impractical to build a complete time-sharing file maintenance and 

retrieval system from the ground up. Thus, the only reasonable 

approach was adaptation of the CRIME system software for time-shared 

operation of the QUERY portion. For several reasons it was desirable 

to avoid modification of the operating system software (HP DOS-III). 

The result is a special purpose time sharing system for the QUERY 

portion of UHMFS. All coding relating to the time-sharing aspects 

of the system is in the Fortran language. Note that file updaing 
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In time-shared operation, there may be several users of the 

QUERY program at the same time. One method for such operation is to 

provide separate copies of the program for each user. However, 

considering the limited computer memory of 24K words and the sizable 

QUERY program, an alternative method is needed. Hence, the design 

selected is to have one program which is shared, but is a separate 

process for each user; the processes run concurrently. By concur

rent, we mean that two or more processes are in a state-of-execution 

at the same time. A process is in a state-of-execution if it has 

been started but not completed or terminated. Such concurrent 

execution of two or more processes, which is called multiprogramming, 

is employed in this project. 

A single copy of the program which can be used concurrently 

by several processes is called a ~ procedure or is said to be 

reentrant. For a program to be reentrant it must not modify itself, 

and it must not store data local to itself. Hence separate data and 

temporary storage areas must be provided for each user of the program. 

This was taken care of in the context-block as explained in the 

next paragraph. 

In order to switch the physical processor from one process to 

another, some information must be saved when a process is removed 

from control, and restored again when a process returns to co~trol. 

This information is often called the context-block. The following 

is the type of information that must be saved and restored. 

• The process must know what instruction to execute next when 

it assumes control of the physical processor. 
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The address space of the process must be saved. This also 

ensures separate data and temporary storage areas as required 

for reentrant programs, men~ioned in the previous paragraph. 

Q The state of I/O devices affecting the process must be saved. 

Other systems may require additional information, but this is 

sufficient for QUERY. 

Ass i 9 n men t 0 f the p hy sic alp roc e s s 0 r ,t 0 pro c e sse sis s c h e d u 1 e d 

by processor management, a general description of which is illustrated 

in Figure 4.1. The process-scheduler and the traffic-controller 

are the two modules of the processor-manager that control and keep 

track of state transitions of different processes. The process

scheduler determines which of the processes receives the processor and 

at what time. The traffic controller keeps track of the status of 

each process. When a terminal user signs-on, his process is assigned 

the READY state. Next, the process-controller in conjunctionw;th the 

traffic-controller assigns it to the physical processor and labels 

its state as RUNNING. While it is running the traffic controller 

continuously updates the status information on other concurrent 

processes. When the process requests an I/O operation, it is pu: 

into the WAIT state until the I/O request is complete, and then it 

is assigned the READY state again. Each process has an identical 

state diagram. It is worthwhile to note here, that all the processes 

are identical since they all execute the same program. As will be 

-discussed later, no time-slice allotment was employed, so there is 

no direct path from the RUNNING state to the READY state. 
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4.2 Design Implementation 

The overall flow chart for the segments of the ori~inal QUERY 

program is shown in Figure 4.2. In brief, the functions of each of 

these segments are as follows. 

o QUERY: This is the main program to which control is given 

o 

o 

by DOS directive from system console to initiate the QUERY 

program. It is a dummy main program for loading purposes and 

establishes a common block of 128 words for use throughout 

QUERY. 

QSEG1: This overlay segment initiates operator communication 

through the system console, checks the validity of disc packs 

to be used, and verifies the active terminals by L.U.N. (logical 

unit number) and initializes certain common buffers and flags. 

QSG1A: This overlay segment polls all terminals for attention 

to sign on, and once a terminal has signed on, it transfers 

control to QSG1B for query commands. 

QSG1B: This overlay segment is responsible for controlling 

the operation of the query functions and does all user 

communications. It accepts and performs the various query 

commands entered at the terminal. Prior to doing any I/O or 

EXEC calls, it checks to see if other terminals are requesting 

attention. 

QSEG2 & QSEG3: These two overlay segments actually handle 

the search based on the characteristics specified. In the time

sharing system these run to completion before releasing control, 

therefore these do not have appreciable effect on the object 

of incorporating time-sharing in the system and they need not 

be further elaborated. 
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Since segments QSG1A and QSG1B handle the terminal sign on procedure 

and user communications, these have been modified in order to 

implement time-sharing. Minor modifications have been made in 

QUERY and QSEG1. 

Segment QSG1A polls the terminals for attention to sign on, 

and transfers control to QSG1B when a terminal signs on. It is 

very possible that after a process for one terminal has reached 

QSG1B, some other terminal would want to sign on. In this case, 

switching control from one terminal to another would require jumping 

back to segment QSG1A, and hence would require swapping of overlays 

between main memory and disc storage. This would also require 

files to be opened and reset, and certain buffers to be initialised 

in each segment each time they were swapped. Hence to prevent this 

unnecessary overhead, it was necessary to combine QSG1A and QSG1B 

into one overlay segment QSG1. Since segment QSG1A was comparatively 

small, the combined segment QSGl did not overflow the memory. 

Now let us discuss the information management required for 

multiprogramming QUERY; i.e., the context block for each process. 

In the original version of QUERY, all the variables which were modified 

during the execution of QUERY, were assigned a common block of 128 

words. However, there were some unused locations in this block. 

These came in handy for assignment to certain variables local to QSG1, 

such as loop variables and flag variables. The idea was to maintain 

a copy of this common block for each process and swap them whenever 

control was switched ftom one process to another. Hence, it was 

necessary to store all the variables that were manipulated during 

QSG1, in this common block. 

A second common block was inserted for storing certain status 

variables of the terminals and the process scheduling queue, and 
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for buffers in which information read from different terminals could 

be stored. Also included in this common block was a 128 x 6 word 

array for storing a copy of the first common block for each terminal. 

Detailed descriptions of all these variables and arrays is given in 

Part 3 of this report. Brief mention has been made here to indicate 

the division of the information storage area into two blocks, one 

which is swapped each time the processes are switched, and the other 

which maintains the status of each process and can be modified or test

ed during execution'of any process. 

The characteristics that are entered during execution of QSGl 

are stored in the master interface file MIF when control is passed on 

to the search routines; search is performed based on parameters in 

this file. The hits encountered in the search are passed back to 

QSGl in a master hit file MHF. There are also six hit files HITl to 

HIT6, one for each terminal, for saving the hits for future reference 

once that terminal user given the END command to end his query job. 

With the inclusion of multiprogramming, search parameters can be 

conC'Hrrently entered fi-om many terminals, 'S"O a separate interface fi 1 e 

was created for each terminal - MIFl to MIF6. Each of these is 96 

words long. Since hits obtained during scarch routines also need to 

be saved for each terminal, information in MHF on return to QSG1 from 

search routines, is immediately transferred to the appropriate 

hit file HIT#. In the original system, file HITl was 8192 words long 

while HIT2 to HIT 6 were 256 words long, These sizes are maintained 

in UHMFS, but if the number of hits in MHF is greater than the size of 

file HIT#, a warning to that effect is printed on the appropriate 

terminal so that the investigator can rerun the search with more 

parameters, thereby reducing the number of hits. These sizes of 
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hit filGS are considered suitable, but it would not be difficult to 

increase the sizes of these files. 

Multiterminal operation within the DOS-III operating system is 

made possible by the fact that I/O devices can operate concurrently 

provided they are assigned separate buffer areas. Completion of an 

I/O operation is detected by polling the device via an operating

system executive call. Thus, conversation between the system and a 

terminal user is in the following sequence: 

1. the process for a terminal issues an output operation to 

that terminal; this may be in the form of a question (often 

just a prompt character), a comment, or some information 

from the data base; 

2. the system puts the process for this terminal into the WAIT 

state and proceeds to the next process in the READY state; 

3. the user responds with appropriate information terminated 

by a carriage return; 

4. the system, which continually polls the terminal for 

completion, detects completion of the input operation for 

this terminal and it puts the corresponding process into the 

READY state; 

5. when the system puts the process for this terminal into the 

RUNNING state, it processes the input, prepares a reply, 

and goes to step 1 to send the reply to the user. 

Note that each process follows this same sequence, and that all active 

terminals are polled in steps 1 and_5. 

Thus, the system response time as seen by a particular user 

depends a1most solely on the time the various processes spend in step 

5 (other steps require very little time), Since, however, certain 
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tasks in step 5 must be completed before the I/O devices are polled, 

there will be times (such as during an active search) when response 

time will be appreciable. There are two routines which are 

important to the time-sharing operation, the process scheduler READA 

and the traffic controller POLL. Now let us consider the significance 

of these. 

QSG1 is divided into 29 program steps i ,e. there are 29 entry 

points. These entry points are given statement numbers 5201, 5205, 

............. , 5229. Whenever the program reaches a point where it 

needs to read from the terminal, READA is called. The general 

pattern of coding at this point is: 

52## 

NSTMT + ## 

CALL READA 

GO TO 5200 

. . . . . . . .. , . ~ 

Here NSTMT is the next statement number for the current proc~ss, 

that is passed on to READA. On exit from READA, NSTMT holds the 

next statement number for the new process. Statement number 52-0 is: 

5200 GO TO (5201,5202, ............ ,5229)NSTMT 

Hence, on exit from READA, control will be transferred to appropriate 

entry point for the new process. A similar coding pattern is also 

employed where PRINT directive from the terminal user is processed, 

to interleave printin~ of the entries in 'hit files ' . Traffic con

troller is called from within READA and also at several places in the 

QSG1 program. It updates the status information of various terminals 

and the scheduling queue. 
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Each of the terminals has two status flags assigned to it, they 

are IOCMND and IOSTAT. IOCMND, when set, indicates that I/O READ 

EXEC routine is to be called for that terminal when that I/O device 

becomes free. While IOSTAT, when set, indicates that the process 

is ready to be scheduled for running, i.e, ready to be included 

in the scheduling queue when the I/O device becomes free. These 

two flag variables are employed to provide concurrent I/O on the 

terminals. The object was to be able to replace all Fortran READ 

and WRITE statements by I/O EXEC calls which would initiate the 

I/O and then without waiting for completion, transfer control to 

the 'next instruction in the program. The flow charts for READA and 

POLL are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 In conjunction with the above 

discussion they become quite self explanatory. There are however a 

couple of things that may need elaboration. The KOMON area mentioned 

in Figure 4.3 is the common block which is specific to each process 

and is swapped each time processes are switched. Each terminal is 

assigned a buffer of 36 words into which information from that terminal 

is read. Befor~ exit is made from READA, the contents of the 

appropriate buffer are transferred to a local buffer of 36 words 

in the KOMON area. 

Since the time usually required for searching is not intolerably 

long, it was decided to allow searching to proceed uninterrupted until 

completion. Thus, during searching (i.e., when QSEG2 or QSEG3 is in 

control) there is no system-user conversation. Consider a case 

where one user has given the PRINT command, and while the hit list 

is being printed on his terminal, some other user requests a search. 

Since printing is interleaved, it is possible that in between 

printi~g of two lines on one terminal, the process for another 
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terminal may enter a search routine? causing noticable time lag 

between two lines. This was considered undesirable and hence 

PRINT was given priority by introducing the feedback loop in READA, 

as shown in Figure 4.3. This can be removed if the other priority 

arrangem,;nt is more desirable. 

It is worth noting that this part of the system was designed 

and implemented in the Furtran IV language on DOS-III, a system 

which was not particularly designed for time-sharing operation. 
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Using the 

University of Houston Mug File System 

(UHMFS) 

Computer Software 

1 

Introduction 

This is intended as a guide to the use of The ~niversity of 

Jiouston .!1ug file ~ystem (UHMFS). Although it is complete, there 

has been no effort to make it a user's manual for persons who are 

not already somewhat familiar with data processing systems. It is 

likely that any law enforcement agency adopting the present form of 

UHMFS would make some changes that would affect the user. Such 

changes should be reflected in a user's manual for the particular 

installation. If, as might be anticipated, future development of 

UHMFS results in a system which has general applicability, a corre

sponding manual would be appropriate. It is assumed that the reader 

is familiar with the Hewlett-Packard HP2l00 DOS-III operating sys

tem, under which the present form of UHMFS runs. 

The UHMFS programs are under control of the operator at the 

syst~m console where the following functions can be initiated. 

.. 

.. 

.. 

Initialization of a new data base . 

Data base editing . 

Terminal activation to respond to the information-retrieval 

requests by investigative personnel. 

Listing specific records. 

a Listing of an entire data base. 

Other operations~ such as preparing backup copies of the data base, 

are performed from the system console. However, these are considered 
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as standard computer operating system operations and do not require 
----_.-

special applications programs. 

The Data Base - A User1s Viewpoint 

The data base of UHMFS is divided into two main parts, the 

Subject File (SF) and the Vehicle File (VF). Each of these parts 

comprises a number of records with information on crimes. 

Each record of the Subject File contains all of the known (to 

the computer system) information on a single known-offender. Thus, 

each record contains typical physical descriptors (sex, height, 

weight, hair color, etc.), fingerprint codes, addresses (locations) 

of mugshots in a mugfile, and measurements of facial characteristics 

taken from the mugshots. The latter is a unique feature of UHMFS; 

it permits sorting of suspects on the basis of facial characteris-

tic s . 

The records of VF contain information on vehicles which have 

been encountered in normal police activity; this information is 

gathered from such sources as vehicle citations and field reports. 

Since the information is gathered in a relatively small locality, 

it contains important clues to the solution of crimes committed 

i nth a tar e a, and i t can be v e r y use full i f a wit n e s s has see n a 

vehicle that is connected in some way with a crime. 

In UHMFS, the files SF and VF are used independently of each 

other, but their use involves common principles of data-base manage

ment and information retrieval. Briefly, there must be some method 

of adding new information to these files, some method of purging 

out-of-date information from them, and some method of finding all 

those records which relate in some way to the clues for a particular 
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crime. The adding of new information and the purging of old 

infol'mation are referred to collectively as "da,ta-base management," 

and the recovery of files containing information based on certain 

key data is referred to as "information retrieval. II In UHMFS, 

data-base management is handled by the updating subsystem comprising 

programs UPDAT, MERGE, RBLD, and EDIT (with input operations avail

able under program QUERY). All information retrieval operations 

are done by program QUERY. Details of the use of these programs 

are given in the following sections. 

The data-base files are organized to provide fast retrieval 

based on certain search parameters which are used frequently. This 

is accomplished by maintaining an indexing system (the key and 

reference files) for the master files. It is not necessary for the 

user to understand the data-base structure in detail. It is suf

ficier~. for him to know that mass-storrage space must be available 

for all these files. In UHMFS as it is implemented on the HP2l00 

computer with the DOS-III operating system, all files of the data 

base are maintained in three EFMP packs as follows: 

Pack PNOOl 

Pack PN002 

Pack PN003 

SF Master File, 

SF Key and Reference Files, 

VF Master, Key, and Reference Files. 

The user needs to know of the presence of these packs only when 

initializating the system (usually done only once per data base) 

and when backing up the data base. These operations should be done 

only by the system manager. 
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The Updating Subsystem 

The updating subsystem operates in four distinct phases: the 

j~put phase,_the merging phase, the rebuilding phase, and the editing 

phase. The first three of these must occur in the order given; the 

editing phase can be done at any time. From a user's viewpoint, 

the merging and the rebuilding phases appear as a single phase, 

which we will call the merging/rebuilding phase. 

The system operator starts the input phase by initiating opera

tion of program UPOAT via the directive 

:PR,UPOAT 

typed on the system console if program QUERY is not operating, or 

by typ~ng the command !LPOAT on the system console if QUERY is opera

ting (this cannot be done from a remote terminal). The system reads 

the update specification records (described in Appendix A) via the 

system card reader, checks them for detectable errors, reports any 

such errors on the system list device, and stores all correct 

records on the system mass storage device (disk). At this point 

checking is done on a single card basis; no check is made to deter

mine if cards or fields of information are duplicated (as might 

occur, for example, if there are multiple corrections to a particular 

record of a master file). When the system reads the update specifi-

cation end card, it notifies the operator and terminates the input 

phase. No changes have yet been made to the system data base, so 

QUERY operations can be done as if the input phase had not been 

started. 

For the merging/rebuilding phase, QUERY operation must be ter

minated. This phase. takes a considerable amount of time (several 
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hours for a full data base). so it should be scheduled for a time 

when QUERY operations are not important. The system operator starts 

it by initiating operation of program MERGE via the directive 

:PR,MERGE 

typed on the system console. The system notifies the operator when 

this phase is completed. 

The editing phase is described in a later section. 

The Information Retrieval Subsystem - Initiation of Operation 

All information retrieval is done via program QUERY, which the 

operator starts by typing the directive 

:PR,QUERY 

on the system console. The system begins executing this program 

which issues a sequence of requests to the operator. 

These requests, and those to QUERY system users, appear below. 
.~. 

Each will be followed on the succeeding line by a character in col-

umn one. The character will indicate to the system operator whether 

a code or numerical value is to be entered on the keyboard. This 

character which is called a prompt character, is always typed by 

the system. The parameter is entered on the keyboard immediately 

following the prompt character. All parameters are terminated by 

a carriage-return on the keyboard. 

The two types of prompt characters are the up-arrow (t) and 

the cross-hatch (#). The up-arrow (t) character indicates that 

the parameter to be entered is in alpha-numeric code. The cross

hatch (#) character indicates that the parameter to be entered is 

a number (signed or unsigned) or a series of numbers separated by 
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commas. 

At any time throughout operation at a teleprinter terminal the 

user can enter the command II!:!lLP,1I to which system '.'Iill respond 

with instructions as to what options are available at this point. 

If the user should enter an illegal code, the system will print 

four question marks such as 1I????11 In this case, the user should 

en t e r the cor r e c t res po n s e 0 r ask for II H E L P . II The s y s t e m will a 1 -

ways respond with a prompt character when a new entry is required. 

ENTER THE CURRENT YEAR 19## 

ENTER THE USER STATUS CODE: 
4 DIGITS 
# - - --

USER STATUS CODE DOES NOT MATCH~ 
QUERY TERMINATED 
@ 

IDENTIFY THE ACTIVE TERMINALS 
BY LUN (Up TO 6) 
tf-

The operator enters the last 
two digits of the current year. 
A response of less than 72 or 
greater than 99 will cause 
the request to be repeated. 

The operator enters a decimal 
number with an absolute value 
of less than 10,000; the num
ber may be signed. Any other 
type of entry will cause the 
request to be repeated. This 
code is used to identify the 
data base disc cartridges to 
ensure that different date 
disc cartridges are not mixed 
together. 

If the User Status Code does 
not match the identifying codes 
on all three (3) disc cartridges 
containing the SF and VF files, 
then these messages are typed 
in response to the status code 
entry above. The program ter
minates after this message. 

The operator enters up to six 
logical unit numbers (LUN), 
each separated by a comma, to 
indicate the active teleprinter 
terminals to be used. An en
try that is negative, less than 
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7, greater than 99 or other
wise illegal causes the request 
to be repeated. A check is 
made of each LUN to make sure 
that it corresponds to a tele
printer-like device. 

This message is typed when 
all entries have been made and 
the query terminals are ready. 

The Information Retrieval Subsystem - QUERY Terminal Operations 

Query terminals in the UHMFS File System comprise a teleprinter 

and an image retrieval unit (microfiche). Each of these terminals 

can be utilized for anyone of three query applications: mug 

I shot display, fingerprint display, or vehicle search. The mug shot 

and fingerprint applications use the teleprinter in conjunction 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

with the image retrieval unit. The vehicle search application 

utilizes the teleprinter alone. In each of these applications, the 

user enters commands and query codes through the teleprinter and 

receives back Jlhit tJ information through the image retrieval unit 

and/or the teleprinter. 

To initiate terminal operation, the user enters a query type 

code on the terminal teleprinter keyboard. The query type codes 

that can be entered are 

1 ) MS for the mug shot display', 

2) FP for the fingerprint di s play, and 

3 ) VF for the Vehicle Fil e 

(th e s e must be followed by a carriage return, of course). This 

alerts the. system which prepares for operations on the appropriate 

file and responds with "READY II and the prompt character 11+11. 

I When the terminal is ready, the user should enter the appropriate 

I function command. There are four basic functions for the mug shot 

I 

"' ',I' 
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and fingerprint searches, and two basic functions for use in the 

vehicle search. In addition to these functions, there is a command 

(END) to terminate the current MS, FP or VF operation. The commands 

follow. 

1 ) 10 
.-- ._-------_. 

2) SEARCH 

3) PRINT 

4) DISPLAY 

5) END 

for purpose of obtaining the current image 
_.-- -_.-- --- - -

addresses of any given subject in the SF file 

(not available in VF mode). 

for entering the query codes for a search of 

the Subject or Vehicle Files. 

allows the user to have a summary of the current 

II hit s" 1 i s ted 0 nth e tel e p r i n t e r for ins p e c t ion 

or documentation purposes. 

allows the user to display either the mug 

shot or fingerprint photographs on the respec-

tive image retrieval unit for the current list 

of hits (not available in VF mode). 

terminate current MS, FP or VF operation. 

Only the first two characters of each command word need be typed. 

Detailed descriptions of the functional commands are in the sections 

that follow. 

The 10 Command 

This command is available only in the mug shot and fingerprint 

file search modes because these are the only modes associated with 

images. With this command the user can obtain the microfilm addres

ses for a particular subject so that he can inspect the subject's 

mug shot(s) or fingerprints. The subject is selected by his police 
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where nnnnnnn is the subject's identification number. The UHMFS 

response will be of the form 

\. a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a) 
~---------------

(Used if necessary for mugs hots only.) 

where aaaaa is the address of the image in the image retrieval uni~. 

The prompt character "#" will be repeated if the 10 number entered 

is illegal. If a legal number is entered but there is no subject 

with this 10 number, in the system, then the message "NON EXISTENT 

10" will be printed followed by the prompt character "t" on Hie 

next line. 

The SEARCH Command 

This command which is the major query command in the system, 

if for the purpose of informing the system that 

1) a totally new search is being made so any list of "hits" 

from a previous query operation at that terminal should 

be cleared, and 

2) the user wishes to enter a sequence of query codes to b8 

used as parameters in a new search. 

The query codes are entered on the teleprinter keyboard from the 

Subject File Input (SFI) Form (Appendix B) following the prompt 

character. Usually, only one query code per line is allowed. Ex

ceptions to this rule are for those query codes (as specified on 

the SFI form) that can be used in combinations as logical "or" 

functions. A maximum of two responses can be combined for most 
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I query codes. These combinations of query codes are entered on one 

line separated by a comma. There can be no intervening blanks in 

I 
I 
I 
I 

the entries. Query parameters which are numeric should be entered 

in the manner specified on the SFI form. Examples of query code 

entries are given be 10\-/ with their meanings. 
I 

tAl The subject i s male 
I 

1-82,83 The subject is either black or b rO\,1n 

tCl The subject i s between 20 and 25 years old. 
#20,25 

I tJ2,J4,J8 The subject is partly bald or thinning, and he has 

I 
I 

medium length hair, which is curly, wavy or kinky. 

Fingerprint codes, which are in the single fingerprint classifica

tion scheme used by the Oakland Police Department (California), 

(see Single Fingerprint Classification Scheme [1 J), are slightly 

I different in format from the other query codes. The user can 

I 
I 
• I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
,I 

specify the fingerprint codes while searching the Subject File 

for mug shot or fingerprint displays. Up to three fingers can 

be described for a search operation. Fingerprints are specified 

in terms of both finger numbers and fingerprint codes. All specifi-

cations are in numerical terms. The code 11?11 may be used to rep1ace 

the finger number and/or up to two digits in the three digit finger-

print code when these parameters are unknown. Only one finger num-

ber can be specified as unknown. When a finger number is unknown, 

then an automatic search is made on all fingers (0-9) in order. 

Examples of fingerprint query entries follow: 

+Wl 

+Wl 
#7:-111 

The subject is known to have code 123 on finger 
number O. 

The subject is known to have some finger with code 
111 . 
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t \Ill The subject is known to have code 112 
# 1-;-1 1 2 ; ? , 1 2 ? ; 4 , 3? ? on finger number 1; code 12? on some 

finger; and code 3?? on finger number 4. 

If either a query code or fingerprint entry is entered incorrect)y 

for any reason, then the message "ENTRY ERROR" is typed, the entire 

line is ignored, and the prompt character is repeated. 

When the user finishes entering search parameters, he types 

the command DONE. The system searches the data base for records 

matching the search parameters. When the search is complete, the 

system types the message 

THERE ARE nnn HITS 

where nnn is the number of records matching the search parameters. 

If the operational mode is MS, the system asks 

WANT TO USE THE LOOK-ALIKE ALGORITHM? (YES OR NO) 

to which the user must respond appropriately. If he responds with 

YES, the system checks to see if facial measurements have already 

been supplied (i.e., via code Zl when the search parameters "Jere 

being entered). If so, it skips the next step and sorts the hit 

list as described below; otherwise it reGuests them by typing 

ENTER FACIAL DATA TYPE (PHOTO, SKETCH, OR COMPOSITE) 

to which the user must give an appropriate answer. The computer 

responds 

ENTER FACIAL MEASUREMENTS, ONE AT A TIME AS ASKED FOR 
# 1 : 

I thereby requesting facial data. After the user has entered all of 

I . ' ) 
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the measurements as required, the computer sorts the hit list into 

or d e r sot hat the II be s t 1 00 k - ali k ell i s fir s t, the nit ty pes 

THE IHITS I ARE NOW ORDERED ACCORDING TO THEIR FACIAL DISTANCES 

and the user can enter another command. 

If the operational mode is not MS, the operations in the par

agraph above are skipped. The same is true if the userls response 

tot h e que s t ion 0 f t hat par a 9 rap his II NO. II 

If the user considers the number of hits to be too large, his 

only recourse other than terminating the search at this point is to 

reduce the size of the list by specifying more search parameters; 

this should be done without giving the SEARCH command. Otherwise, 

the hit list can be printed (via the PRINT command) or images 

corresponding to records in the hit list can be displayed (via the 

QlSPLAY command). 

The PRINT Command 

This command causes a summary of the current IIhit!1 list to be 

printed on the teleprinter. The information is printed in one of 

two formats depending on the mode of the terminal: (MS or FP) or 

Vehicle File Search (VF). Both formats have one line per hit. For 

the Subject File, the format is the 10 number followed by the sub

ject name: for example, 

123456 THWART, AFT. 

For the Vehicle File, the format is the name, the sex, the race, the 

date of birth, and the date of citation in that order; for example: 

STRAKE, BILGE M W 10/4/46 16/2/76 
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This command causes addresses corresponding to records in the 

current hit list to be sent to the image retrieval unit. Details 

of the use of this command are omitted from this report si~ce they 

are dependent on the particular implementation of the system (some 

image retrieval units have an associated buffer to hold address 

lists). 

The END Command 

This command terminates the current mode (MS, FP, or, VF) of 

operation so that another mode can be entered. 

EDIT Operations 

The editing phase operates only when program QUERY is not active. 

The system operator initiates operation of this phase by typing 

:PR,EDIT 

on the system console. The system responds as follows. 

ENTER EDIT FILE TYPE: "SF" or "VF". 
t --

ENTER "OlD" USER STATUS 
CODE: 4 DIGITS 
11- - - -

This response indicates to 
UHMFS which of th€ two 
major files is to be up
dated; the "Subject file" 
(SF) or the IIVehicle file" 
(VF). Any other responses 
will cause the question to 
be Y'epeated. 

The operator enters a 
decimal D4mber with an ab
solute valJ..Ie of less than 
10,000; th~ number may be 
5 i 9 ned . Art y 0 tile r e n try 
causes the request to ,be 
repeated. This code is 
used to identify the "ohlll 
data base disc ~artrid9gs 

, i,'" ____ _ 
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to ensure that different
date disc cartridges are 
not mixed together. 

USER STATUS CODE DOES NOT MATCH~ 
UPDATE TERMINATED. 

If the User Status Code 
does not match the identi
fying codes on all three 
disc cartridges containing 
the SF and VF files, then 
these messages are typed 
in response t.o the 1I0ld ll 

status code entry above. 
The program terminates af
ter these messages. 

Once proper responses have been given to the requests above, 

the system responds with the up-arrow (+) prompt character. This 

is a request for one of the following editing-phase commands. 

1) ED IT 

2) DUMP 

3) PURGE 

4) DATE 

5) 10 

6) DELETE 

7) END 

to change certain fields of one record; 

fields which can be changed are marked with 

an asterisk (*) in Appendix A. 

to list the entire contents of the file 

(SF or VF) being edited onto the system 

list device. 

to delete old ref~rences in the file by 

citation date (VF) or year of arrest (SF). 

to list all file entries in the Vehicle 

File with a particular citation date (not 

available in SF mode). 

to list a particular subject entry by the 

Oakland Police Department (OPD) identifi

cation number (not available in VF mode). 

to delete a specific record from the file 

(SF or BF) being edited. 

to terminate the editing phase. 
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In each case the system responds to the user in a self-explanatory 

manner. The user must give appropriate answers to questions asked. 
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Appendix A 

Update ~ecification Record Formats 

Formats of records for input to the UHMFS updating subsystem 

are given in the following table. Note the special format of cards 

for deleting records (--DELETE-- cards) and the end-of-input cards 

(--END-- cards). Figures A-l, A-2, and A-3 are forms for data 

input and query. Figure' A-4 shows the, suggested input card layout. 

-~..., .' 
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Table A-1 

CARD FORMATS 

CARD #1: SUBJECT FILE 

COL. # 

2 

3-9 

10- 33 

34 

35 

36-37 

38-39 

40-41 

DESCRIPTION 

Card # 

10 Prefix 

10 No. 

Name 

Sex 

Race 

Year of Birth 

"Beat" Number 

Type of Crime #1* 

*Leadi~g zeros are required. 

WIDTH 

7 

24 

2 

2 

2 

CONTENTS 

Indicates type of Identifi
cation Number 

Identification Number 

Alpha/Numeric Characters 
for Last Name, First Name, 
Middle Initial. 

1 = Male 
2= Female 

1= White 
2= Black 
3= Brown 
4= Yellow 
5= Undeterm~<:::!d 

2-digit numbflr from 00 to 

2-digit number from 00 to 

01= Commercial Burglary 
02= Residential Burglary 
03= Locked Auto Burglary 
04= Possession of Stolen 

Property 
05= Ignored 
06= Armed Robbery 
07= Strongarm and Purse 

Snatch 
08= Ignored 
09= Auto Theft 
10= Grand Theft 
11= Check and Credit Card 

Theft 
12= Felony Assault 
13= Murder 
14= Ignored 
15= Rape 
16= Indecent Exposure 
17= Child Molesting 
18= Other-Sex 
19= Ignored 
20= Narcotics and Drugs 
21= Fraud and Bunco 
22= Arson 

99* 

99* 

23= Miscellaneous Felonies 
24= Operates in teams (major 

crimes only, such as 
robbery and burglary). 

25= Associated with shop
lifting ring 

26= Associated with check/ 
credit card ring 

27= Associated with group 
advocating or practicing 
violence 
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CARD #1: SUBJECT FILE (CONTINUED) 

, COL. # DESCRIPTION 

40-41 Type of Crime #1* 
(Continued) 

42-43 Type of Crime #2* 

WIDTH 

2 

2 

44-45 

46-47 

Height (in inches). 2 

Weight (in pounds) 3 

48 Hair Color 

. 49 Hair. Style #1 

50 Hair Style #2 

51 Hair Style #3 

52 Eye Color 

53 Eye Defects 

54 Ears 

55 Lips 

*Leading zeros are required. 

CONTENTS 

28= Associated with extortion/ 
.10an shark ring 

29= Associated with consumer 
fraud/bunco ring 

30= Associated with organized 
prostitution 

31~ Associated with organized 
narcotics 

32= Associated with organized 
gambling 

33= Associated with auto 
stripping ring 

Same as Type of Crime #1 
plus B1anks=None 

2 digit no. from 01 to 99* 

3 di git no. from 001 to 999* 

1= Blond 
2= Brown 
3= Black 
4= Red 
5= White or Grey 

1= Bald 
2= Partly bald or thinning 
3= Close cut or short 
4= Medium Length 
5= Long 
6= Afro American-~atural Style 
7~ Afro American-Processed Style 
8= Curly. Wavy, Kinky 
9= Straight 

Same as Hair Style #1 
plus Blanks=None 

Same as Hair Style #2 
plus B1anks=None 

1= Brown or Black 
2= Blue, Grey, Green or Hazel 

B1ank=None of Below 
1= Either eye bl ind, missing 

or· artificial 
2= Wears glasses(prescr.iption) 

B1ank=None of Below 
1= Cauliflower 
2= Partial or missing 
3= Excessively protruding 
4= Male with earring(s) 

B1ank=None of Below 
1= Harelip 
2= Unusually large 
3= Other permanent deformity 
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CARD #1: SUBJECT FILE (CONTINUED) 

COL.# 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65-74 

75-76 

DESCRIPTION WIDTH 

Complexion 

Tattoo Marks 

Facial Hair 

Teeth 

Amputations and 
Deformities 

Visible scars, ·1 
moles, birthmarks~ 
or needle mark 
tl"acks 

Speech #1 

Speech #2 

Peculiarities 

Nickname 

Year of arrest 

10 

2 

*teading zeros are required. 

CONTENTS 

B1ank=None of Below 
1= Light, fair 
2= Dark, Black 
3= Freckled or splotchy 
4= Pockmarked 

B1ank=None of Below 
1= Arms 
2= Hands or fingers 
3= Face and Neck 
4= Other location or combi

nations of above 

Blank=None 
1= Yes 

Blank=None of Below 
1= Irregular or protruding 
2= Metal fillings visible 
3= Visible cecay or stains 
4= False, chipped or missing 

teeth 

B1ank=None of Below 
1= Arms 
2= Hands or Fingers 
3= Legs or Feet 
4= Other or combination of 

1 thru 3 

B1ank=None of Below 
1 = Arms 
2= Hands or Fingers 
3= Face, Head or Neck 
4= Other or combination 

of 1 thru 3 

B1ank=None of Below 
1= Foreign Accent 
2= Noticeable regional 

accent 
3= Lisp 
4= Stutter 

Same as Speech #1 

B1ank=None of Below 
1 = Li mp 
2= Effeminate Male or 

Masculine Female 
3= Wears clothing of opposite 

sex or Impersonator 
4= Twitch of eye(s), face 

or other 

Alpha/Numeric Characters for 
Nickname 

2-digit no. from 00 to 99* 

I" 
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I 
I CARD #2: SUBJECT FILE FORMAT 

COL. # DESCRIPTION WIDTH CONTENTS 

I Card # 2 

2 ID Prefix Same as for Card #1 

3-9 10 7 Same as for Card III 

10-14 Fingerprint 5 3-di git Fiche No." Row 
Address (A-G),Column (A-N)* 

I 
15-17 Fingerprint 3 3 digit numbers from 

#0 Class. o thru 9 each* I 
18-20 Fingerprint 3 Same as Fingerprint #0 

#1 Class. C 1 ass i f i cat ion~' I 
21-23 Fingerprint 3 Same as Fingerprint #0 

#2 Class. ~lassification* 

24-26 Fingerprint 3 Same as Fingerprint #0 
#3 Class. Classification* I 

27-29 Fingerprint 3 Same as Fii ngerpri nt #0 
#4 Class. C·l ass i f i cat ion * I 

30-32 Fingerprint 3 Same as Fingerprint #0 
#5 Class. Classification* 

33-35 Fingerprint 3 Same as Fingerprint #0 
#6 Class. Classification* I 

36-38 Fingerprint 3 Same as Fingerprint #0 
#7 Class. Classification* I 

39-41 Fingerprint 3 Same as Fingerprint #0 
qa Class. Classification* 

42-44 Fingerprint 3 Same as Fingerprint #0 
#9 Class. Classification* 

I 
45-49 Mug Shot Address 5 3 di git Fiche No., Row 

#1 (A-G) , Column (A-N)* I 
I 

50-54 Mug Shot Address 5 Same as Mug Shot Addres), 
#2 #1 or Blank* 

55-59 11u g Shot Address 5 Same as Mug Shot Address 
#3 #1 or Blank* 

60-64 Mug Shot Address 5 Same as Mug Shot Address 
#4 #1 or Blank* I 

I 
*Leading zeros are required. 

I 
I 
I 



c-c-------------------
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, 
COL. # 

1 

2 

3-9 

10-12 

13-15 

16- 18 

19-2 i 

22-24 

25-27 

28-30 

31-33 

34-36 

37-39 

CARD #3: MUG 

DESCRI PTION 

Card # 

10 Prefix 

10 

Measurement #1 

Measurement #2 

Measurement #3 

Measurement #-4 

Measurement #5 

Measurement #6 

Measurement #7 

Measurement #8 

Measurement #9 

Measurement #10 

*Leading zeros are req~~red. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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SHOT MEASUREi'tENTS 

WIDTH CONTENTS 

3 

Same as for Card #1 

7 Same as for Ca rd #1 

3 3 di git number-measurement #1* 

3 3 digit number-measurement #2* 

3 3 di git number-measurement #3* 

3 3 di git number-measurement #4* 

3 3 digit number-measurement #5* 

3 3 di git number-measurement #6* 

3 3 di git n~mber-measurement #7* 

3 3 di git number-measurement #8* 

3 3 dig.it number-measurement #9* 

3 3 di git number-measurement #10* 
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COL. # 

2-19 

20 

21 

22-27 

28 

29-34 

35-36 

CARD #4: VEHICLE FILE 

DESCRIPTION WIDTH CONTENTS 

Card# 4 

Name 18 Alpha/Numeric Characters for 
Last Name. First Name. Middle 
Initial. 

Sex M= Male 
F= Female 

Race 

Date of Birth 6 

Field Contact' 

Date of Citation 6 

Year of Vehicle 

W= White 
N= Negro 
M= Mexican (Latin American) 
1= Indian, American 
C= Chinese 
J= Japanese 
0= All Others 

2-digit no. for day (01-31)* 
2 - dig i t no. f 0 Y' mo nth (01 - 1 2 ) * 
2-digit no. for year (00-99)* 

B1ank=No 
F= Yes 

2-digit no. for day (01-31)* 
2-digit no'. for month (01-12)* 
2-digit no. for year {72-99}* 

2-digit no. (00-99)* 

37-40 Make 

2 

4 ALFA= Alpha Romeo 

*Leading zeros are required. 

ALPI= Alpine 
AMER= American Motors 
ASTO= Aston-Martin 
AUDI= Audi 
AUST= Austin 
AUHE= Austin Healy 
BENT= Bentley 
BMC = BMC 
BMW = BMW 
BORG= Borgward 
BUIG= Buick 
CADE= Cadillac 
CAP = Capri (Import) 
CHEV= Chevrolet 
CHRY= Chrysler 
DATS= Datsun 
DESO= DeSGto 
DODG: Dodge 
EDSE= Edsel 
ENGF= English Ford (British) 
FERR= Ferrari 
FIAT= Fiat 
FIAA= Fiat-Abarth 
FORD= Ford 
HILL= Hillman 
HOND= Honda 
INTL= International (Harvester) 
JAGU= Jaguar 
JEP = Jeep 
KARG= Karmann-Ghia 
LINe= Lincoln 
LOTU= Lotus 
MAID= Mazda 
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I 

COL. # 

37-40 

41-43 

24 

CARD #4: VEHICLE FILE FORMAT (CONTINUED) 

DESCRIPTION 

Make(Continued) 

Model 

WIDTH 

4 

3 

CONTENTS 

MERZ= Mercedes-Benz 
MERC= Mercury 
MG - MG 
NASH= Nash 
OLDS= Oldsmobile 
OPEL= Opel 
PACK= Packard 
PEUG= Peugeot 
PLY = Plymouth 
PONT= Pontiac 
PORS= Porsche 
RAMB= Rambler 
RENA= Renault 
ROL = Rolls-Royce 
SAA = Saab 
SHEB= Shelby American 
SPEC= Special Vehicle 
STU = Studebaker 
SUBA= Subaru 
SUNB= Sunbeam 
SUZI= Suzuki 
TOYT= Toyota 
TRIU= Triumph 
VOLK=-Volkswagen 
VOLV= Volvo 
WILL= Willys-Overland 
BSA = BSA 
HD Harley-Davidson 
HONM= Honda Motorcycle 
KAWK= Ka~lasaki 
SUZI= Suzuki 
TRIM= Triumph Motorcycle 
YAMA= Yamaha 

Spaces=None of Below 
-MIS= Ambassador 
M1X= AMX 
GRE= Gremlin 
HOR= Hornet 
JAV= Javelin 
RA = Rambler American 

RIV= Riviera 
SKY= S kyl ark 

ELD= El Dorado (FLE) 

CAM= Camaro 
CAP= Caprice 
ELL= Chevelle 
CH2= Chevy I I 
CVR= Corvair 
CVT= Corvette 
ELC= E1 Camino 
IMp= Impala 
ML= Malibu (ELL) 
NOV= Nova (CH2) 
VEG= Bega 

IHP= Imperial 

CHL= Challenger 
CHA= Charger 
COR= Coronet 
DAR= Dart 
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I 

I 

COL.# 

46-48 

49- 51 

52 

53-58 

CARD #4: VEHICLE FILE FORMAT 

DESCRIPTION WIDTH 

Color #1 (cont.) 3 

Color#2 3 

State 

License Number 6 

26 

(CONTINUED) 

CONTENTS 

LGR= Light Green 
DGR= Dark Green 
GRY= Grey 
LAV= Lavender 
ONG= Orange 
MAR= Maroon 
RED= Red 
SIL= Silver 
TAN= Tan 
TRQ= Turquoise 
WHI= White 
YEL= Yello\'{ 
PNK= Pink 
PLE= Purple 

Same as Color #1 or Blank 
if not 2-tone 

C= California 
0= Other or Out-of-State 

Alpha/Numeric Chal'acters 
(Left justified Yli th all 
blanks (spaces) squeezed out) 
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RECORD DELETION CARD FORMAT 

This card has the format of Card 1 (Subject File) or Card 2 . 
(Vehicle File) except for columns 65 - 74 which must contain 

--OELETE--. The corresponding record of SF or VF is deleted. The 

10 number must be given for SF; the name must be given for VF. 

Fields which a~e not blank are tested for agreement with the record 

of the master file; if there is any disagreement, the record is not 

deleted. 

/ 
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r 

I UPDATE END CARD FORMAT 

I 
Col. # Description Width Contents 

1-7 Card Identi- 7 --END--

I 
fication 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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- - - - - - - - - .- - -
10 NUMBER (E:ITER CII OR OPD NUMBER) 

SUBJECT FILE INPUT (SF I ) FORM 

IIJAME (ENTER UP TO 24 CHARACTERS): _________ _ 
- -LAsT:-

: 
SEX RACE AGE 

._-- ___ 0··- -
iC:RCLE Ot-;i: I (CoilCLE ONE) (ENTER YE~R OF BIRTH) 

1 Mate. 1 'Nhite 
! 

~ Fema~ S Block 
19 ~ Brown - -4 Yellow 

I I ~ Undelermined 

: .......... 
TYPE OF CRIME HEIGHT 

(C;ilCLE or;E CR THC) (EIFER HEIGl-' l'~ EARS lJ. 
1 Ccrrr.-.~r~ • .:: burg':r f (CiRCLE ONE) 
~ ReSlC<2rti=! tJrglary 

1 Cauliflower 
2 loc"'eo O..J'O bur.;'!:ry (- INCHES ) ~ PUrfiol or missing 
': FoSScSS.Cfl cf s!oler tx'ooer!y - ~ Ey,cessi'/ely trotruding 

NOT USEO FOR UPt'l,TIHG WEIGHT .1 1,\"le wilh eorring!s) 
§.. Armej rc.tlbcry 

? Strcrqcrm .::nd purse snatch (E:j~::R WEiGHT) LIPS f:; 

NOT USED FOil U~DATIHG (CIRCL~ 0NEl , 
2 AUlD !ref! 

1 Hairlip 
!Q Grand th~1l ( POU~'DS ) 

~ Unusuolly large 
~ C/tec, oed cred'l cord - - - ~ Olher permanenl deformity 
g Felony assault 

\-lAIR COLOR t:. COMPLEXION f:; G! Murder 

lOT USED FOR U~OlTl NG (CIRCLE ONE) (CIRCLE ONE) 
I.a Rope L alond 

1 Ugnt, fair , 
!.§. In:ecent e'C.~QSlJre ~ SrC'.Wl 

? Durk, black 
!1 Child r:'Iofesh'lg 2 e:CCK 

~ Freckled or splOlchy 
!§. on'e"·se'( i Red 

1 Pockmarl<ed 
lOT USED FOil U~OATIIIS ~ WhH2 or grey 

f.Q Narcotics cnd drlJgs 
HAIR STYLE lJ. 

~ F rOlIa cnd bunco -
II Ars:." (CIRCLi: OIlE, T .'10, OR THRi::El TATTOO MARKS II 
~ t/uhip:e fe,cnies ~ 8c:d 
24 Operates in :eoms (major crimes only, g Portly bold or Ihinnir,g {CIRCLE ONE i 

suc., os (cbeery end burgf.:ry) ~ Close CJI or short 1 Arms 

~ Assocloled with shophfling ring .1 Medi"m length g Honds or fingers 

?§ Ass-.""<!ia!ed wilh Check/cred.t cord ring ~ Long (belo'" ears1 ~ Face ond nec~ 

gz ,4S~dQleO .... Ith ~rol:p ad"'ccofltig or pr(Jc~ § Afro american-natural style 1 O'her localion or combinetions of Ihe above 

tldr:g Violence 1 ~::o american-processed sl'ile FACIAL HAIR lJ. 
f.§ A.s.so: o~ed .... tth ed~rtj\Jn/loiJn shark ring § Corly, flaV)', or kinKy 
29 Ass....."'CIQ'ed -.l(tttl cons....trner fra ... d/bunco ring ~ SlrOlghl (CIRCLE) 

~ Associated 'Wllh cn;:lrtlred proshtvtion 
EYE COLOR tJ. l Yes 

l!. Associated ..... ·Ilh cn:jcnil~d norcvtics 

g Assocla~ed With organized gJmbling (CIRCL[ OilE) 
TEETH II 

TI. ~'i..~c.'O!ed ~ith Co to slrip~'ilg flog 1 Bro"n or block (CIRCLE ONE) 

~ Blue! grey, green, ,Of hozel 1 Irregulot or pro!! uding 

EYE DEFECTS f:; ~ r.1e'cl 'lilings 'JJslble 
, 

~'~sitJlp ''':-0,/ Or ~';J ns 

~":,N :L::' .. \: - ,'.'J:'i~. 1-'" ,~ed, ' , ~5''11 II!I:I!,: 

~ tllC'cr eye to ~JI rr ~St(lg, ~r ,Jr!t',:- J! 

~ V,CJ"'S lJ!OS~t!s (~rl~""C(IPI on) 
, :"', 2 ._- -----,---"---- -----

- - - -
RESIDENCE CODE 

(ENTER TWO'OIGIT "BEAT" NUMBER1 

(- -) 

AMPUTATIONS B DEFORMITIES 
t:. 

(CIRCLE ONE) 

1 Arms 

~ Hands or l10gers 

~ Legs or I.et 

:'1. Other or cemeino!!ons of the above 

VISIBLE SCARS, MOLES, BIRTH-
MARKS, OR NEEDLE TRACKS l:l. 

(CIRCLS ONE) 

1 Arms 

g Hoeds or fingers 

~ Face, head, or nec\f. 

.1 O!her !acalkln or combinations of Ihe ob'Jve 

SPEECH f:; 
" 

(CUiCLE OIlE) 

1 Foricgn accent 
g NOlleeable regional accent 

~ Lisp 
4 Stulter 

- - -
DATE __ -.,,"":"-_ 
(NEW) __ 

(UPDATE) __ 
}

.cHCK 
or.E 

I 
PECULIARITIES l:l. 

(CIRCLE ONE) 

1 Limp 

~ Effeminate mole or mos;;::uiine terr.:::!e 

I 

2. 'Nears clothing of CPPOSltt~" {~~,=.ers:r.= 
.1 T",Hen of e,e(s), foee, or other 

NICKNAME 

(ENTER UP TO 10 CH:-R':'CTERS, IF 
NONE, EtITER FIRST Nt.~E) 

----------

II NOTE: 
(FOR CATEGORIES H TrRlJ D W RES?C~~' 

WHERE THE APPROPRiATE cC:.Jrr:o 
EXISTS, ALL OTHER C...\TEGORIES RE 
QUIRE A RESPONSE.) 

MUG SHOT ADDRESSES 

- FICHE ADDRESS 
FINGERPRINT CODES 

(ENTER 10 THREE-DIGIT CODES) .. 

t ••• _ _ 1 _ __ 1 ___ , ___ • ___ , __ ~_, ____ , ___ , __ " ) '---a I 2 3 456 7 e '" 

N 



- - -10 NUMBER 

NAME 

SEX 

[ CIRCLE ONE ] 

Ai Mole 

l2 r:efT\o1e 

I TYPE OF CRn~IE 

I
, l :;RLE 0:<0 OR HO ] 

E1 C~'T,e'6:J1 burQo"y 

I E2 Rc:;...j~ljt'::1 bJ~;:'Jry ! E~ ~ocked C"'il t:-~rg!ory 
E"~ PossessIon of st:}!en property 

j E~ 7. ~:,E2.E~, or E4' 
E€ :"rr':::-d ro~~ery 

I E 7 5,ro090,,", and purse snetch I E~ * E6 or E7 
I £9 Au~o :t-~ft 

I ElQ Grond theft 
Ell Chcd crd credit cord 

I := ,-:; 't" ~Icr:o assault 

=-U i.~urcer 

E!1 * Ei2 or EI3 
E~ Rope 

E!.§ lndec!n~ ~,.posure 

E!1 ChiJd molesting 

E:S r\o~er·s.el 

E12 .. El5, EI5,EI7, or EIB 
E:20 : 1crcotics cnd drugs 

E£t Froud and bunco 
Eg Arson 

E23 Multiple felonies 

Efi C~,cl.s in 'eoms (mojor crimes 
S-Jc.h as roobery and burglary) 

E~ Assocloted wi1h shopJifting ring 

-

cnly, 

Ef§ Associo:ed "'ilh check/oedil cord ring 
£27 Associated with group OC\'OOJI,l"tg or proc~ 

tieing violence 
Ef§. Ass:-:'Qie:i ftlth ext~r:icn/Jo.Jn s.t..:ork ring 
E29 AsSOC'lo+ed ""Ili' cor5:.Jmet frol;:~/t'unco r'l"; 
E~ Assoc:cled \oIolth Otgoo';::ed rroslih.lHon 

E~ Ass...'''·da!ed ..... ith.org~nized norcotics 
Eg Ass...."'Clo!ed with org.Jn:zed gombli"~ 

E~ A~c;cle:1 'hith cuto str.r'f ng flng 

- - - - - - - - -DATE ____ _ 

- - rl.IDDLE --

RACE 

[CIRCLE OUE OR TWO] 

Bl While 

B£ Slack 

8~ Brown 

B~ Yellow 

B5 Undetermined 

I HEIGHT 

[::~.TER !'o!·~;;~.1uh·· h.~JD 

I,lAXj~IUM hEIGHT lI j,\,TS] 

Fi 

! WEIGHT 

[DlTER I.II";:"~UM A~ 
MAXIMUM WEIGHT LiMnS] I 
Gl 

[,t! POUNDS] 

HAIR COLOR lJ. 
[CIRCLE ONE OR TWO] 

Hi 9:ond 
Hf Brown 

H~ Block 
H::' Red 
H5 While or grey 

I HAIR STYLE lJ. 

[ C:RCLE O"JE, rNO, OR THREE] 
Jl Bold 
Jg Porlly tcld or thinning 
J2 C.;cse C ... 11 ~t short 

J1 t.1edium te:1glh 

J~ Long (below ears) 
J§ Afro american-nal"ral slyle 
JI Mro americon-pwcessed style 
J§. Cody, wovy, or kinky 
~g Straight 

EYE COLOR lJ. 

L C!RC\_E DrIE' ] 
Kl Bro ... n or block 

EYE DEFECTS lJ. 

[ CIRCLE O'IE ] 
Ll Ellher !l,t. b!lnd, .~ ""'I"'g, r'H1cir:! 
L~ V,ears. _. ~sscs \. ~:t'PI n~ 

L~ LI er L2 

AGE RESIDENCE CODE 

[EtHER MINIMUM 8. MAXIMUM AGE LIMITS) [ENTER UP TO 3 ON!::-OIGIT DISTRICT NOS.] 

q DL 

[# YEARS OF AGE] 

fEf-'.RS lJ. 

[ CIRCLE ailE ] 

Mt Caul;flower 

Mf Purtiol or missing 

r~~~ Excesr,p.ely pro'ruding 
t,I4 /.{a1e wilh eorrir.g(s) 

LIPS lJ. 

[ CiRCLE mlE ] 

tIL hairlip 
t!g Unusually large 

N3 O~her permanent deformity 

COMPLEXION ~ 

[CIRCLE ONE OR TWO] 

Pl Lighl, fair 
Pg Dd';., block 
P3 FreCKled or splotchy 

P=. Pockmarked 

TATTOO MARKS lJ. 

[. CIRCLE ONE ] 

OL Arms 

Of iJJnds or fingers 

O~ Face and neck 

01 Other locatien or combinal1of"ls of the above 

FACIAL HAIR ~ 

[ ·::"lC_E ] 

Rl 'es 

TEETH lJ. 
[CIRC:"E OIIE OR TWO) 
<;. 
~~ IrfeglJ'o' _'f p~OI~;.Jj (.g 

S!; '.1e~al flli'ngs , ... iSlble 

S~ VIsible deco)' or sleins 

S~ Fo!se, ch7pped, or rriss,ng loe!" 

Figure A-2 

I 

AMPUTATIONS a Dt.FORMITIES PECULIARITIES ~ 
lJ. [ CIRCLE ONE ] 
[CIRCLE mlE ] \'11 limp 

TL Arms wg Effemir.ote mole or moscuime female 

TG. Hand!, cr fingers V.·~ '/leers clothing of o~Dcsife sel. C;;-:-erscnator} 

T~ Legs or feet '1.'4 Twitch of e/e!s), foce, or other 
1"4 Other or c0rnblniJt ions Of l!"1e above 

VISIBLE SCARS, MOLES, BIRTH-
MARKS, OR NEEDLE TRACKS lJ. 

, NICKNAME 

[E'HER UP TO 10 CHt.Rt.CTERS, IF 

NONE, WTER FIRST t~AME ] 

C. CIRCLE OnE J Xl 
Jl Arm:; ~ -------- - -
Uf Hands or tingers 

U"2 Fac2, !"lead, or neck 
U4 Oft-rer location or combinations of the above 

SPEECH lJ. 

[ CHiCLE at l E OR TWO] 
VI Foriegn occent 

I VG. tloliceotle regional accent 

V~ Lisp I V4 Stu!ter 

HUG SHOT ADDRESSES 

FINGERPRINT FICHE ADDEESS 
FINGERPRINT CODES 

[ENTER FI~:GER r~UI,1Bm AND THREE-DIGIT CODE, UP TO THREE TI',I£S; USE "1" 
FOR UNKNOWN CHA'lACTE'lS] 

'I~C'---'-'--_-_~-_'_-_-_-_J ______________ ~ ______ ~ 
w 
o .... 
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VEHICLE FILE INPUT AND QUERY FORM (VFI/VFQ) 

FIELD CONTACT 

CIflCl E ONe 

A1 Yes 

Ail No 

DATE OF CITATION 

ENTER cm. nON PERIOD AS "DAY, MOI.JTH, 

U YEAR", I OR 2 SIX-DI(:IT DATES 

il[ 
# ------,------

DDMMYY DDMMYY 

YEAR OF VEHICLE 

etHEr< TWO-DIGIT YEIIR ',UMBER 

(.1 
#19 --
MAKE/MODEL 

CIHCLE Ol'IE IAAKE AND A MODEL IF APPlIC' 

MlLE 
til Alpha Romeo 

O? Alpine 
I } American MOlars 

#Q 1·10 speCific model 

#L IImbassodor 

#? AMX 

n G,pmlJn 

#1 Ho)tne.1 

I , 
f~ Javelin 

#§ f'''"lbler Afl1ellcoo 
(See 038 .<'2/:146-#1) 

Asian' Mor lin 

I ~~ Audl 

Auslin 

:.or Auslin Healey 

~Jg Bep1ley 

02 BMC 

OJQ. BMW 

OJ! BOI'.IWUld 
#.,t? BUick 

IQ '10 specific mudel 

#1 R,v,ero 

til Skylark 

D@ Caddluc 

#Q No specific model 

#l EI ~orodo (FL E) 

;l!1 Copri (impor I) 

D~ Ch~vrolel 

/9 No specific model 

#1 Camero 

#~ Caprice 

n Chcvellc 

#~ Chevy II 

#2 :'orvoir 
I§ Carve lie 

11 £1 Carnino 

l§ Impalu 

Ig Malibu (ELL) 

#lQ MOlliu Carlo 

'11 Nuvo (CH2) 

~'!~ Vega 

Dill Chrysler 

IQ No specific model 

'1 Imperial 

D!l Dalsun 

Dill Desala 

Dill Doclye 

#Q No specIfic mod~1 

11 Chul1en~er 

f? Charger 

#~ COranOI 

./'1 Dort 

DUll~ [iuqqy IS~e 051-/1) 

CHECK HERE FOR QUERY ONLY D. DATE 

MAKE/MODELcomINU£D-

J\lJTO~IOUILFS -CONTINUE[)-

OfQ E"~cl 
D?! E,nylish Ford (Brllish) 

D?? Felrar; 

D?2 Flal 

D~ 

D?2 

IQ 
11 
I? 
I'd 
#1 

I~ 
I§. 
#I 
I§. 

#2 
IlQ 

III 
D?§ 

D?? 

D?!,l 

D?2 
030 

021 
Dg 

IQ 
IJ. 
#? 

033 

D~4.. 
035 
D;?§ 

#Q 
II 
#? 

D37 

D9H 
#9 
fl 
#? 

039 

IQ 
11 

019 
D:lJ. 
Dg£ 
D~3 

#Q. 
Il. 
#?, 

Flol-Abarih 

Ford 

No specific model 
Cobra 

Falrlane 

Fulcon 

Gala<le 

LTD 

Maverick 

Muslang 

Pinto 

Ranchero 

ThunderbiJd 

Torino (rill) 

Hillmun 
HoncJQ 

Inlernalional (Halvesler) 

Ju94ur 

Jeep 

Karrnonn-Ghio 

Lincoln 

No specific model 

Capri 

Conlinenlal 

Lolus 

Mazda 

Mercedes- Benz 

Mercury 

No specific model 

Cornel 

Couger 

MG 

Nush 

No specific model 

Mellopalilan 

Rambler 

(See 03-#6/0'16-#1) 

Oldsmobile 

No specific model 

Cullass (F-85) 

Opel 

Pockard 

Peugeol 

Plyrnoulh 

No specific mode! 
Barrocudu 

Belvudere 

#il DuSler 

11 Fury 

#~ GTX 

#§. Rood Runner 

II? Salellile 

#§. Vallonf 

04'1 Ponliac 

#Q No specific mode' 

I! Bonneville 

If.. i'irebird 

I~ Grand Prix 

11 GTO 

Il?, LeMuns 
I§. Tempesl 

0'15 Porsche 

D1§. Rombler 

#Q No specific rno,l, I 

/I! Arnorlcan 

(See 03-/( 038-#2) 

0:12 Renault 

-------

MAKE/MODEL 'c()NTINUEO-
l-

fill rl'M0flll ES -CONJINUED-

D1~. rlulld~oycc 
D~~ SUlJb 
DgQ Shelby American 

D;j! 
IQ 
11 

D5g 

1J~;o 

D?~. 
Oii~~ 

°22 

(Soc D25-#'() 

Special Vehicle 

No spocific model 

Dune BUllYY 
Sllldebaker 

Suborll 

r-;llnbclIm 

SUlUki 

10yolo 

D~ Triumph 
ll§§ Volkswugan 

D~2 Volvo 

D§Q WoIlys'Overiund 

MOTORC"fCLES 

[J!?! RS/\ 

0§2 II,,, "lY Du'vidson 

O~~ finnd,l 

D§;j Kuwusuki 

D!>~ I'j,Jzuk, 

D§§ TriurT1ph 

06'1 Yamaha 

BODY TYPE 

CIRCLE ,)NE 

Ei 2'''00r 

E£ 'I-door 

E:;;\ 51"llOn Wagon 

E1 Canverlible 

E~ Pickup 

E§. Sporlscar 

E1 Von 

Ell. Panel 

Eg BJS 

EIQ IIcorse 

COLOR 

C,lIlLLI. l'NL (SltlGLE COLl'~l !Jfl TWO (e - ": !F.l 

J,;:~ ~!.. 
F[ Fl Bluck 

F? f";> BrONn, Aeige , Bronze, Or 

F;? F~ fled, Pink, or maroon 

F~ ~ ,1 Orange 

F~ f~ Yellow or GolJ 

F§ F§ Green or TurqUOIse 

FI r"7 Blue 
FA FB. Purple or Lavender 

I~~ r~ Silver or Grey 

FlQ While Or GruIJfn 

~NOTE: 

T '5: TOP OR SINGL £ COLOR 

,l-80TTOIA CO •• (JF( 

STATE 

Glfle!. r u~ JE 
Gl t:(llifornia 

Gg OIlier 

LICENSE NUMBER 

T')fl 

-

HJl (f( UP TO G CHIIHIICTf f<e; LEFT JUSTIFIED 

WITH I,LL BLIINKS (Sf'IIClS) 01.11 rn.D ANIl 

1I~5[f1T "7" FOR UNKOWII CIIIIRIICl EnS 

III 
,----

31 
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- - - - - - - -.- - - - - - - -

\ 
I SRBY B H VI HAIR Cl1:EILCTFTAIS §IE 'fA 

I :NUMBER XCERAA I ley p!RpnCH~~8 NICKNAME ~g I 10 N A M E EAIE E CRIME E E C ~ C~IIOAI AAE/'\'C E E ER 

I L~R T G G ~ ~ ~cSSLOHHTS C S 

! rt I 12 ~ ¥ "213 r ~ S ~ III 172 ~ gT 0 0 0 0 
1 2, ' 4 S I 1 • ! 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 11 18 Ii 20 21 2123 24 25 26 21 28 29 30 31 32 3) 34 35)6 31 38 39 40 41 41 434' 45 46 41 'a !9 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 56 59 60 61 62 6) 5( 55 6667 65 69 10 71 7213 1< i5 ]; 11 18 ]9 !e 

I FIN G E R·P R IN T MUG SHOT' 1111111111111111 
2 I FI~!:i_E..1 C LA S S FICHE ADDRESS . 

: ADDR9.#0I#II#21#31~1~5-1t}61~71~BI.#-9 I 1213 142222222222222222 

I MUG SHOT 33333333 3
1 

MEASUREMENTS 333333333333333333333333333333333 

l I I 2 I 3 I 4 5 I 6 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
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